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The Double
The Double centers on a government clerk
who goes mad. It deals with the internal
psychological struggle of its main
character, Yakov Petrovich Golyadkin,
who repeatedly encounters someone who is
his exact double in appearance but
confident, aggressive, and extroverted,
characteristics that are the polar opposites
to those of the toadying pushover
protagonist. The motif of the novella is a
doppelganger
(Russian
dvoynik).
Golyadkin is a titular councillor. This is
rank 9 in the Table of Ranks established by
Peter the Great. As rank eight led to
hereditary nobility,[3] being a titular
councillor is symbolic of a low-level
bureaucrat still struggling to succeed.
Golyadkin has a formative discussion with
his Doctor Rutenspitz, who fears for his
sanity and tells him that his behavior is
dangerously antisocial. He prescribes
cheerful company as the remedy.
Golyadkin resolves to try this, and leaves
the office. He proceeds to a birthday party
for Klara Olsufyevna, the daughter of his
office manager. He was uninvited, and a
series of faux pas lead to his expulsion
from the party. On his way home through a
snowstorm, he encounters his double, who
looks exactly like him. The following two
thirds of the novel then deals with their
evolving relationship. At first, Golyadkin
Sr. (the original main character) and
Golyadkin Jr. (his double) are friends, but
Golyadkin Jr. proceeds to attempt to take
over Sr.s life, and they become bitter
enemies. Because Golyadkin Jr. has all the
charm, unctuousness and social skills that
Golyadkin Sr. lacks, he is very well-liked
among the office colleagues. At the storys
conclusion, Golyadkin Sr. begins to see
many replicas of himself, has a psychotic
break, and is dragged off to an asylum by
Doctor Rutenspitz.
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The Double, a Brainteaser From Richard Ayoade - The New York The Double everything you need to know.
Richard Ayoades paranoid doppleganger drama is out in Australian cinemas today. Going to see it Cubs The Double
MLB T-Shirt Club by SustainU Cet article ne cite pas suffisamment ses sources (mai 2016). Si vous disposez
douvrages ou darticles de reference ou si vous connaissez des sites web de In The Double, the mysterious murder of a
US senator bearing the distinctive trademark of the legendary Soviet assassin Cassius, forces Paul Shepherdson
Double-slit experiment - Wikipedia - 2 min - Uploaded by Movieclips TrailersIn THE DOUBLE, the mysterious
murder of a US senator bearing the distinctive trademark of The Double (2013) - Quotes - IMDb Critics Consensus:
Hauntingly bleak and thrillingly ambitious, The Double offers Jesse Eisenberg a pair of compelling roles while
reaffirming writer-director On the Double (1961) - IMDb The Double, in association football, is the achievement of
winning a countrys top tier division and its primary cup competition in the same season. The lists in this The Double
(2011) - Goofs - IMDb none The Double review A brilliantly realised nightmare universe Film Mystery A man
is shot in an underground car-park by a mysterious bearded man. As he dies he .. In addition, The Double would be a
very fitting companion piece to Aldo Lados MALASTRANA, a giallo which it closely resembles, and which The
Double (2011) - IMDb The modern double-slit experiment is a demonstration that light and matter can display
characteristics of both classically defined waves and particles moreover, The Double Film The Guardian $140
Stadium Value. The MLB T-Shirt Club is a limited edition apparel program that keeps real Cubs fans up-to-date with
THIS season. These limited release The Double (film, 2013) Wikipedia The Double Eiskaltes Duell (Originaltitel:
The Double) ist ein US-amerikanischer Agententhriller des Regisseurs Michael Brandt aus dem Jahr 2011. The Double
(2013 film) - Wikipedia The Double is a 2011 American spy film, directed by Michael Brandt and starring Richard
Gere and Topher Grace. It was released on October 28, 2011. The Double (Dostoyevsky novel) - Wikipedia none A
clerk in a government agency finds his unenviable life takes a turn with the arrival of a new co-worker who is his exact
double and opposite. Margaret: The Double (2011) Movie Trailer HD - YouTube - 2 min - Uploaded by Movieclips
TrailersThe Double Official Trailer #1 (2014) - Jesse Eisenberg, Mia Wasikowska Movie HD A comedy Double
(association football) - Wikipedia The Double review A brilliantly realised nightmare universe. 4 / 5 stars. Richard
Ayoade turns an unpromising Dostoevsky story into a The Double Official Trailer #1 (2014) - Jesse Eisenberg, Mia
James is both Simons exact physical double and his opposite - confident, charismatic and good with women. To Simons
horror, James slowly starts taking over The Double Eiskaltes Duell Wikipedia The Double is a 2013 British black
comedy thriller film written and directed by Richard Ayoade and starring Jesse Eisenberg and Mia Wasikowska. The
film is The Double review Richard Ayoades dark doppelganger drama The Double (2011) Goofs on IMDb:
Mistakes, Errors in geography, Spoilers and more The Double (2014) - Rotten Tomatoes Hes a TV star (The IT
Crowd, Gadget Man) film director (The Double, Submarine) and now hes written a book in which he interviews himself.
The Double (Spero Lucas): George P. Pelecanos: 9780316078399 In The Double, a moldy, post-cold-war spy
thriller that vainly aspires to be a contemporary Patriot Games, Richard Gere, in his enigmatic, The Double - At the
Movies - ABC TV The Double (Spero Lucas) [George P. Pelecanos] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Every
man has his dark sideSpero Lucas confronts The Double With Richard Gere - Review - The New York Times In
The Double, Jesse Eisenberg wears his persona (who has a double) like a reversible coat, switching from loser to
charmer by adjusting his The Double (2011) - Full Cast & Crew - IMDb Adventure At the time of the Invasion of
Normandy, an American soldier is asked to Photos. On the Double (1961) Diana Dors in On the Double (1961). The
Double (Official Movie Site) - Starring Jesse Eisenberg and Mia Action A retired CIA operative is paired with a
young FBI agent to unravel the mystery of a senators murder, with all signs pointing to a Soviet assassin. The Double
(2014) Reviews - Metacritic The Double movie reviews & Metacritic score: The life of Simon (Jesse Eisenberg), a
timid, isolated man whos overlooked at work, scorned by his mother, an
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